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The Fairy speaks to its love that’s a butterfly 

My heart wants only you 

but you are flying away in the sky. 

My wings are being pulled from my body. 

Why do people hate our kind. 

We are humans too 

but I'm just different. 

I tried to fly with you 

but will you be by my side? 

All we see is out dreams fading away. 

Now my time is up. 

Humans hate our kind. 

Goodbye my lovely butterfly. 

Goodbye my love. 
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Scream  

Scream as loud as you can for all the angry to leave. 

But the reason for it will still be in you and become stress on top of it all. 

No one tells you how to deal with pent up emotion until you blow up and everyone knows.  

Scream to all the late-night work that is shoved into you when you're in school. 

Scream for all the times that life gives you pain and anger.  

Why is life like this?  

Does it get better? 

Why do people change things last minute and not tell others till when its late. 

The time is ticking, and the year is almost over.  

But the stress and anxiety is getting bigger and strong by the second so scream. 

Try and save yourself till the time ball stops and everything around you ends. 
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Instagram 

Picture this 

Picture that 

Every word people 

Say or do 

They post it all 

Pictures, food, and more 

But no one speaks 

Face to face 

Like they’re stuck 

In a trance and can’t 

Get out 

Feeling lonely 

Being lonely 

Only being in a room 

Never knowing who is real 

Who is fake 

Trying to spread confidence 

But always gathering hate. 
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My Love: 

As I lay next to you tonight 

All I wish is for us to see the morning light 

 

As I lay in your arms tonight 

All I wish is for you to hold me tight 

 

As I lay and sleep with you every night 

All I wish is for us never to be apart or out of sight. 
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The One with Blue Eyes 

His eyes are blue, bluer than the ocean 

With striations of gray circling his pupil. 

They flick to the muddied soccer ball on his bed, 

Bits of dirt falling onto the sheets his mother cleaned not two days ago. 

The two orbs of midnight blue swivel back to me 

A hesitancy glinting in them. 

I smile sadly and step away from the boy. 

A grin lights his young face and he eagerly grabs the ball, 

Grime already housed beneath his fingernails. 

A laugh tumbles from his mouth as he darts from his room, 

Shouts echoing the moment he steps out the front door. 

I glide wraithlike towards the window, a spider caught between the glass and screen. 

Four of five other boys stand alongside the one with blue eyes, 

Their hands ensconced in gloves, some even warming their heads with hats. 

They walk across the road, the soccer ball no longer held but kicked around. 

I draw my attention to the reflection in the window, 

An ache blossoming within myself as I see what I’ve become. 

Incorporeal. 

Ethereal. 

A ghost. 

He used to choose me first. 

I was the center of his life. 
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And now I am almost gone, 

Fading from life as his imagination depletes. 

I will be nothing but a distant memory, 

A story told to his children. 

I turn my dimming vision back to the one with blue eyes, 

A wistful smile touching my transparent lips as he laughs gleefully with his real friends. 

The spider is the only one that sees me fade away. 
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Computer Life 

I, lovely people, 

Am a computer. 

I know-- 

Absolutely thrilling. 

I sit on a desk all day, 

Collecting dust and fingerprints 

From grubby hands. 

I provide passwords and usernames, 

Personal information, 

Ya da, ya da, ya da. 

It’s rare life ever gets exciting, 

Never having to deal with fraud 

Or identity theft. 

The great entity above truly hates me. 

It’s not my fault I am a truly magnificent 

Piece of machinery, 

Destined for brilliant minds. 

But guess who gets to take me home? 

A child. 

A child who does not take risks, 

Does not even venture near the dark web. 

No, I have to watch the ABCs flash 

Across my screen 
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Over 

And over 

And over again. 

How many times must I say, 

“No, I don’t want to sing it next time with you”? 

And yet, the song is replayed, 

A pudgy face filling up my vision. 

And don’t even get me started on bedtime. 

Eight o’clock sharp, 

They power me down. 

It’s not like I’m the child 

For crying out loud. 

It is a disgrace! 

A defilement! 

A-- 

They’re doing it again. 

Well then dear reader, 

I must bid you adieu. 

But please do not forget  

My story, my trauma at the hands 

Of these insolent p-- 

[powered off] 
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Painted Gold Footprints 

The warm breeze stretched across 

Painted gold footprints, 

Enameled beauty sitting, 

Waiting 

For him, 

Her delicate love real. 

Time stopped. 

Her heart broke. 

Years slipped into watching 

Without lifting fists 

To breathe, 

To believe. 

Still asleep. 
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Pink Lips 

Pearly whites sink into the apple’s flesh, 

Nectar sweeter than honey  

Dribbling over pink lips. 

Memories swirl like a maelstrom 

Cutting into the brilliant blue above, 

Reshaping the shadows of the sapling 

Into flashing lights. 

Screams shatter 

Cries pummel 

Pain triumphs. 

Red juice trickles over pink lips 

Dripping onto scarred hands 

The cuts invisible 

And still weeping. 

An apple rolls by 

Bruised and lacerated 

Its stem absent. 

Truth clamors on a frozen tongue 
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Muted as it lays 

Decaying 

Disintegrating. 

Eyes flicker open, 

Sultry air nudging aside the murk 

Of broken thoughts. 

The apple drops, 

Nectar turned poison 

Staining pink lips 

Forevermore. 
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Balancing on the Bridge of Respect 

Balancing on the Bridge of Respect, 

I keep my head facing forward, 

My eyes trained on the kind words pouring into view 

And perching on my lips,  

Ready to be expelled once more by my voice. 

The words ‘please’ and ‘thank you’ are most commonly replenished 

And enjoy being spoken into existence, 

Happy to come back and sit on my lips later 

Waiting for another chance to be brought to life. 

As I take another step, 

The bridge wobbles and throws my balance off. 

I hear hateful slurs circulate around me, 

Caressing my cheeks as they pass me by. 

The kind words on my lips recoil at their presence, 

Retreating within my mouth to hide  

As Disrespect pummels me with contempt. 

He tries to push me off, 

Shoving and shoving me as I trudge forward, 

And I struggle to keep my feet from slipping. 

If you are one with respect, you need never fear of falling. 

Mother's words envelop me, 
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Soothing me, 

Against the raging of Disrespect. 

Calm swells within me 

And I feel the words of patience and kindness crawl out from my mouth 

And resituate themselves on my lips. 

Disrespect howls, buffeting against me 

But he already knows he has lost. 

Visions of mother and father, 

Of my teachers, 

Flit across my vision 

And Disrespect finally relinquishes his efforts to throw me off. 

The cruel words fade away until I am left alone on the bridge. 

A happiness settles in my chest as I step forward. 

Disrespect will most assuredly return the next day 

And attempt to dislodge me into the waters of insolence. 

But today, I once more withstood his pressures. 

Once more, I prevailed against him. 

I laugh gleefully, continuing my walk down the bridge. 

And every day I resist, I notice 

Balancing on the Bridge of Respect becomes a little bit easier. 

chrys
Underline
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What is Time? 

 

What is time? 

Is it an enemy 

That turns everything slowly to dust, 

Mottling our skin with age, 

Readying us for the grave? 

Is it a friend, 

Who tugs us along 

Throughout our lives, 

Handing us wisdom 

As we go about our rhythms? 

Or perhaps it is both, 

Something we dread 

Yet desire, 

A constant companion 

That we can never be rid of.  

Is it a curse or a blessing? 

A being of light or dark? 

It is not something that can be held or seen, 

And yet it dictates when the sun falls 

And the moon rises. 

 

Its instruments are always ticking, 

Hands moving across a face of digits, 
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Day in and day out. 

The clock never stops, 

But one day our hearts will. 

Time will claim us 

Just as much as Death. 

The sands of the hourglass 

Will slip through our fingers, 

Until we are surrounded by the grains, 

Choking on our last breaths. 

And perhaps Time does not only thirst for us, 

But the entirety of the universe. 

It will devour everything 

Until the end of Time itself. 

 

So, then Time must be 

Everything and nothing all at once. 

It is there, but not, 

Invisible yet present 

And seen all around. 

It is life. 

It is death. 

It is transient.  

And it is eternal. 
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Everyday Demons 

 

Dreams are an eruption of hope. 

Have you ever stopped to smell the roses, 

Ever thought you have had everything, when you had nothing, 

Ever flew so high, you got lost among the clouds, 

False hope is something that can make dreams slip further and further away, into 

nothingness.  

 

Hope is a silhouette of sadness.  

Have you ever had your mind set on something, 

Ever been immensely let down, and left for dead, 

Ever fell so far, the surface was no longer visible, 

Sadness is something that can make hope seem impossible and pointless.  

 

Sadness is a marionette of death. 

Have you ever crumbled to your knees, 

Ever been pushed into a field of coffins, 

Ever felt as though you could sink right through the ground, into nothing, 

Death is the Devils voodoo doll, consuming sadness and hope and dreams. Gobbling it all 

up until nothing is left. 
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Perfect World 

Thy world would be only of happiness, 

Not a sight of hate nor danger. 

The nature surrounding would be effortless of its beauty, 

Since no man shall touch it unless it is needed for use. 

When thy scan your eyes out in the open, 

Thy shall see a neighborhood full of people, 

who thy give each other a hand when thy needs it. 

No one is left outside since poverty is no more. 

When thy eyes shall look in the sky, 

It shall see the shy’s brightest blue, 

In which makes a perfect warmth that all is able to feel. 

 

To get thy people attention, 

Thy must use their devices only when needed, 

So that thy noses are not always looking at thy mud. 

Equality is key for thy people to feel free, 

To smell the sweet air, 

No longer full of such toxic waste. 

When thy people come together in which to dive into the fire. 

That makes thy people stop from drowning and start to swim, 

When thy fitness is put into use, 

So, thy people look in the mirror to see a better image of thy self. 

Thy world shall only get better, 

Not worse. 
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Shadows 

Some people stay in the shadows and remain hidden,  

Or their faces remain under a mask. 

Their stories are held in books that are covered with dust, 

And they have no one that they can truly trust. 

Because their past contains darkness and betrayal, 

They are afraid to see what is ahead in the future. 

 All they know is the darkness, 

The thought of light is unknown. 

Within there are many emotions trying to escape from their cage, 

But are trapped and cannot find their way. 

All that seems to set free, 

 Are the thoughts of anger and despair, 

But no one seems to even care. 

They are confused of how to feel, 

So, they are judged and misunderstood by all. 

People see them on the outside, 

But treat them like they are a ghost. 

They never get to know them for who they are on the inside, 

Because they are too afraid. 

When all they want is someone to talk to, 

To get things off their chest. 

If people understood what they were going through, 
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Then they would realize why they act the way they do, 

Or why their head seems to not be screwed on too tight. 

Or why they seem to hide their face, 

Or why they feel so bad about themselves. 

Some people need help from others, 

To make the day seem livable, 

And to make the light visible. 

Because many suffer in ways that no one could know, 

Unless they get to know the person, 

And understand their problems. 

So, then their story could be read, 

And understood by all. 
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For Success 

There will always be mountains in the way,  

Some harder to move than others, 

And some that feel like they can’t be moved at all,  

Some people feel like they are the stone that will never get past, 

But you have to be the river that will always find a way. 

Don’t be the stone that lets the mountain conquer them, 

Because they are too scared, 

Don’t be a flower that is stuck in their ways, 

Don’t be an ocean full of excuses, 

It will only leave you drowning in your own mistakes, 

Don’t be afraid to spread your wings and fly, 

Because success is around the corner. 

Be the earthquake that destroys the mountain, 

Be the wind that flies right through,  

Be the monkey that hangs around until he finds an opportunity, 

But most importantly, 

Be the light that shines through the darkness, 

No matter how hard it may seem,  

Because in order to succeed,  

You need a clear path. 
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You Will Never 

You will never see the bruises and cuts I hide 
You will never know how I cry myself to sleep at night 
You will never know how many times I wish I could scream at the world.  
You will never know how many times I wish it would all go away. 
But what you do see, and what you will know is that I put a smile on my face everyday. 
I hide my puffy eyes with foundation and Mascara.  
I hide my pain from you, cause, you will never understand, how many times I wish it would 
all stop.  
So you can say how I am the perfect girl, but you will never know how behind the makeup 
and the smile, there is a broken girl that feels she can never be fixed.  
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